22. “And the oboe it is clearly understood is an ___ wind that no one blows.

23. Be ____! The wind that no one blows.

24. Status of a soldier that didn’t return but is not presumed dead.

25. 90 to Nero.

26. After the Civil War, Brown opposed Republicans voting limitations on former rebels and instead supported _____. He also supported the vote for women.

27. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

28. In texting, letters for talk later.

29. Org. with Webelos dens.

30. McMahon or Bradley.

31. As U.S. Senator Brown supported public ed. and reformed the ____ justice system.

32. Alcoholic Japanese drink.

33. Every single individual car has its very own vehicle identification number _____.

34. “The oak sleeps in the _____, the bird waits in the egg...” —James Allen.

35. “He who did not spare his ____ Son...” (Romans 8:32).

36. As Governor, Brown supported public ed. and reformed the ____ justice system.

37. Brown was an ____ and ____ Brown recruited ___ of St. Louis and Mississippi boosting the 6th largest privately held co. in the U.S.

38. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

39. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

40. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

41. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

42. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

43. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

44. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

45. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

46. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

47. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

48. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

49. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

50. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

51. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

52. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

53. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

54. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

55. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

56. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

57. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

58. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

59. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

60. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

61. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

62. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

63. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

64. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

65. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

66. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

67. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

68. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

69. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

70. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

71. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

72. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

73. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

74. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

75. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

76. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

77. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

78. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

79. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

80. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

81. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

82. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

83. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

84. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

85. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

86. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

87. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

88. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

89. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

90. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

91. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

92. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

93. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

94. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

95. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

96. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

97. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

98. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

99. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.

100. ____ Carnahan was the 51st Governor of Mo. from 1993 until his death in a plane crash in 2000.
35. After Lincoln's assassination, Brown supported strong Republican ____ Rights laws and the Freedman’s Bureau to help newly freed slaves adjust.

36. “There is one mediator… Christ Jesus...Who gave Himself as ____ for all,” (1 Timothy 2:5-6).

37. The Cardinals play in this league (abbr.).

41. One needs to set your Access Point Name (____) to connect more freely with the internet.

44. Old record label.

46. Youth org. for Catholics.

48. Letters for India pale ale, a very popular hoppy ale, named for the brewery’s late 18th century location near London’s East India Company docks.

50. Univ. in Norman, OK.